


WHO WE ARE Alteco Srl, a leading manufacturer of housings for filter cartridges, was founded in 1996 by Massimo and 
Matteo Albrigi with a small staff and a single product. Fast growth has transformed this small handcrafting activity, yet with a cutting-
edge technology, into a modern and flexible business with a reputation for quality and reliability, a constantly growing number of 
employees and a wide range of products that can be customized in thousands of combinations. Alteco belongs to an industrial group 
of five businesses, working internationally in the stainless steel processing sector and expressing family traditions that began in 1955 
and that continue to be increasingly future-oriented.

HOW WE WORK  The high quality of the products made by Alteco Srl is a result of ongoing research 
and innovation in production technology, giving reliability, safety and stable, company-guaranteed performan-
ces.  Daily testing and recurring certifications testify to the quality of the product, checking that they meet the 
requirements of the most stringent standards.  Customers, in addition to the products, are also provided with 
technical documentation and product certifications.  On the marketing level Alteco has made a very precise 
choice and has decided not to sell its products directly to the end users of filter cartridges.



WHAT WE DO The stainless steel filter housings made by Alteco Srl are used in fluid, liquid or gas production 
and processing systems in a wide variety of sectors:  from food & beverage to chemicals, from biotech to pharmaceu-
ticals.  They are designed, built and tested directly in the company thanks to a highly specialized team. They combine 
stringent efficiency with classic Made in Italy design. A high degree of modularity permits to customize filter housings 
according to the customer’s requirements, who can consequently develop his own business with speed and reliability. 
Expert personnel, constant research for innovative production processes and ongoing investments make Alteco dyna-
mic and competitive.
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Housings are designed for Food and Beverage, Chemical, Pharmaceutical and Industrial fields

V-bend and Screw Clamp safety closures by Alteco design

Special housings designed on request

Design and Production comply with CE 97/23 PED and ATEX requirements

Sanitary housings are designed and manufactured in order to guarantee crevice-free and self-drainable surfaces

Flexible modular design with variety of IN/OUT connections, vents and drains 

Hygienic design  and careful manufacture permit an enhanced cleanability and microbiological safety 

Wide range of certificates and documentation

Packaging, laser etching and documentation customized on request

Quality Control during manufacture process



CVM WITH HEATING JACKET

FDH 60 ROUND 

FILTER PLANT



Stringent inspections during and after manufacturing

Main features, operative conditions and individual serial number are laser etched on each housing data label 

The individual serial number provides complete traceability for materials and Quality Control

Welder qualifications and automatic welding equipment ensure the highest joint quality and safety 

Adjustable legs for easy installation

Wide range of accessories for IN/OUT connections, vents and drains

Different kinds of surface finishing are available on request

In order to have the highest chemical compatibility seal parts are available in different materials

Housing design includes  standard  o-rings for easy replacement

316L stainless steel wetted parts give corrosion resistance and durability

VHP SINGLE ROUND 

VHP MULTI ROUND

VHP MULTI ROUND



AIR MULTI ROUND - GAS FILTRATION

BASEPLATE VHP 30 ROUND

PVL MULTI ROUND INDUSTRIAL
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